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Art Dubai's 10th Edition Represents Art's
Underreported Voices
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I Saved my Belly Dancer by Youssef Nabil starring Salma Hayek

‘When I joined Art Dubai in 2010 the base was already here,’ Antonia Carver,
director of Art Dubai said on the preview day of the fair’s 2016 edition. ‘It was very
established. It was a globalised meeting point for culture, but not everyone knew it.
What we’ve done over the last six years is to establish Dubai as a hub, a platform and
a labatory where we can discuss new ideas. We want to bring some of the most
cutting-edge discussions in the worlds of art and culture here’, Carver concluded. It
was a confident statement, and much of the discourse around Art Dubai follows a
similar trajectory: the art fair for diverse voices that’s helped turn Dubai into the

new cultural hub of the Middle East. This idea of Dubai as a futuristic-style
motherboard of multiple time-zones, cultural innovation and artsy IT status is hard
to buy in to, but Art Dubai as the locus for some of the most exciting artists,
galleries, art movements and conversations is not at all. Across the city people refer
to behaviours, attitudes, fashions and art as ‘so Dubai’, but with it’s managebally
sized hall of stunning, surpising and energitic booths, Art Dubai is the least ‘Dubai’
thing in the city.

Art Dubai 2016 at Madinat Jumeirah, courtesy of Art Dubai

There was plenty to be excited about at the fair’s 10th Anniversary. Much of the talk
revolved around figures, and Art Dubai 2016 was the fair’s biggest and most
profitable yet, with footfall reaching maximum capacity on the first day and sales
peaking at $300,000 for a Yayoi Kusama piece. This is the largest art fair in the
Middle East and South East Asia, and it seemed to be a year of record breaking facts
and figures: 94 museums and galleries in attendance from 44 countries, a group of
leading and cult British institutions attended as part of Art Dubai’s collaboration
with The British Council, including Ikon Gallery and Whitworth Art Gallery, and
when the fair closed at the end of the day on Saturday 19 March, Art Dubai had seen
a record attendence of over 27,000 people.
Being able to walk around a good art fair is a real pleasure, and Art Dubai offered an
education in politics, creativity and the underreported - or entirely missed - artists,
galleries and art scenes from the non-western world. Zawyeh Gallery, established in
Ramallah, was the first exhibiting Palestinian Gallery at Art Dubai and presented
work by Jawad Al Malhi, whose sketches of the Shufhat Refugee Camp in East
Jerusalem, where Al Malhi resides, took up most of the booth. The gallery said they
were ‘proud to be in Dubai presenting Palestinian art. This is a milestone for us in
terms of the exposure we get being at Art Dubai’. Atassi Gallery, who founded a
space in Damascus in 1998 showcased their efforts to maintain the archive from
their Syrian space, whilst work by Nadir Karam and Faisal Samra verified the cult
status of Ayyam Gallery, and were two of the most instagrammed pieces in the fair.

Art Dubai Contemporary 2016, courtesy Art Dubai

There's something editorial about the way Art Dubai is put together, it’s like being
presented with a curated magazine-like view of contemporary art. You begin with
the newsy pieces on what's happening now, then in the next booth you’ll find a
survey of Beirut's sculptural history from the 1940s until present day, with
highlights from megastars like Saloua Raouda Choucair, then in the next booth an
aesthetically pleasing breather Youssef Nabil's I Saved My Belly Dancer XXIII,
staring Salma Hayek, and then you've got your meaty features in the shape of the
Marker series, designed to spotlight art from a particulalr area, this year curted by
Ringo Bunoan on the art in Manila, galleries including 98B, Post Gallery and Project
20 had all been brought to Dubai for this initiative.
Other events take place during Art Dubai Week, like the chance to discover
the historical voices of Middle Eastern art, such as the Sharjah Foundation’s
retrospective of the Iranian painter Farideh Lashai. Without a doubt it’s the quality
of the art that makes Art Dubai a success. Other programmes on the schedule, such
as Global Art Forum, which has been running since the fair began, and this year was
dedicated to 'the future', wasn't as successful as it could have been. If you look at old
transcripts of Global Art Forum you can see the once original and dynamic
conversations that took place, this year’s offering was celebrity packed with the likes
of Germano Celant and Hans Ulrich Obrist, but lacked the depth that the rest of the
fair was so committed to.

Farideh Lashai at Sharjah Art Foundation, courtesy Sharjah Art Foundation

Art Dubai offers some of the most innovative and under-reported art scenes in the
Middle East, but also beyond, to Africa and South East Asia. Booths are expensive
and one of the Nigerian galleries had to pull out last minute as they simply couldn’t
afford the fee. Organisers are aware this is a problem. 'A gallery did have to pull out
this year, and if money is going to become an issue it's important that we look to
what we can do to help poorer institutions' said Bisi Silva, director and founder of
CCA Lagos and a board member of Art Dubai, on the phone on the penultimate day
of the fair.
Art Dubai has earned itself status as the conduit for the world's lesser-known art
scenes. I hope they continue to diversify the galleries, artists and institutions they
work with. That's the difference between Art Dubai and Dubai as a whole. In the
wake of civil rights violations incurred during the build of Saadiyat Island, Art Dubai
wants to articulate the true nature of art in the Middle East and they seem willing to
have uncomfortable conversations in order to do it. ‘There's a discrepancy between
who made Dubai, and even who made the ground we're standing on now.' Said artist
Sreshta Rit Premnath
Prem
on the show's openinsula day, 'and who we see around us. A
huge amount of this city was built and is being built by Indian workers who aren't
part of the class of society they're building for and it's something we have to have
transparency on.' Art Dubai provides a platform for these conversations and I’m
excited to see how it will function in the future, not just as an art fair growing on an
international scale, but as an art fair with a moral conscience growing within Dubai.
Artdubai.ae

